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SENIOR SEO ANALYST
SEARCH INTENT

BBC Home
Food
Programmes
Teach
Ideas
Three
Bitesize
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INTERNAL SEO STRUCTURE
SEARCH INTENT

• Data Analysts
• Design & Engineering
• Marketing
• Editorial

SEO is a collaborative discipline across 
multiple departments.

Implementing SEO recommendations as 
much about understanding internal 
structure and tech issues as traditional 
auditing.
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WHY DO WE SEARCH?
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To know something

What pages on your site fit an informational search query?

News: latest on politics
Sport: follow your team
Bitesize: study for exams
Programmes: when is show on?
Weather: what do I wear?

INFORMATIONAL
WHY DO WE SEARCH?
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To get somewhere
Do you have relevant directions on your site if you have physical 
locations?

Google moving into these sectors so increasingly competitive for OTA
Maps
Directions
Tickets (plane, train)
Holidays

NAVIGATIONAL
WHY DO WE SEARCH?
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To do something
Play a game
Watch a TV show
Listen to the radio
Buy a product

BBC Food: learn to cook
iPlayer: watch latest shows
Sounds: listen to a podcast

TRANSACTIONAL
WHY DO WE SEARCH?
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Identifying intent
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Bing have similar knowledge graph

Related sites and ratings

Relevant show info

BING BRAND RESULTS
SEARCH INTENT
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What do users want when they search for 
Danger Mouse?

Games, shows, interactives.

Various types of content available across 
different products on the same domain. 

SEARCH INTENT
SERPS



WHAT IS BOUNCE RATE AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT 
IN THIS PIECE OF WORK?

Definition:  Bounce rate is the percentage of single-engagement visits to your site

Using the example of 
searches for the term 
‘Jamie Johnson’…

The top two search 
results are 

the Jamie Johnson 
Show page on CBBC

and the TLEO show 
page on iPlayer

55% bounce rate

22% bounce rate

Show page on CBBC

Show page on iPlayer

Similar traffic volumes, but users are more than twice as likely 
to bounce straight off the page when landing on the show 
page on CBBC, compared to the show page on iPlayer

This is bad because…

It indicates that the user may not be finding 
what they’re looking for, when a selection of 
content (index) is presented to them

If they’re not finding what they want, they 
may be returning back to Google to try and 
find it again, risking us losing them from our 
site all together (depending on what other 
results show up)

We may be making the user’s interaction 
with our brand poor, particularly if they’re 
wasting time trying to find what they want

(08/04/19-10/06/19 when new series was on air)
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BOUNCE RATE
SEARCH INTENT

They’ve clicked on your search results.

They wanted to come to your site for this 
content!

Is the content on the page not fulfilling 
their needs?



55%

11.7%

What do brand searchers see when they Google?

33%

57%

26%

44%

15%

44%

Based on average weekly unique visitors for the 6 weeks peak of traffic per brand, March – August 2019

Users are nearly twice as likely to bounce straight off the page when they land on the CBBC Show page from Search, compared 
to the iPlayer Show page. This helps us understand what the user might be looking for when they’re searching for programme 
brands in Search.
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HOW DO WE SET KPIS?
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Who is responsible for reporting your KPIs?

Marketing: agency or in-house?
Data Analysts?
Senior Stakeholders?

Collaborative approach to agreed KPIs will get everyone 
swimming in the same direction

Rethink how you report success:
Historic reporting metrics don’t tell you the whole story.
You might be ranking #1 now, but is it fulfilling your users’ 
search intent?

REPRESENTATIVE KPIS
SETTING KPIS
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Commerce pages: Revenue, Number of transactions

Blog/Content pages: User Registrations

Video content: Completions

Engagement, engagement, engagement.

TYPICAL KPIS
SETTING KPIS
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NO ONE-SIZE FITS ALL APPROACH
SEARCH INTENT

User habits differ depending on the 
search intent.

Bounce rate on pages where there is a 
definitive one-and-done outcome not 
necessarily a bad thing.

Different metrics across sections of the 
site to determine success.
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User searches for Doctor Who

Clicks on Programmes age in SERPs 

Clicks on iPlayer link on Programmes page

Classified as ‘portal site’ in analytics – we know that’s really 
an organic click.

Follow path back across different portal sites/referral to see 
what channel drove first click.

ATTRIBUTION
SETTING KPIS
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Techniques
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CONSIDERING THE USER JOURNEY
SEARCH INTENT

Sometimes when you click on a result 
from SERPs, the contents of the page are 
not what you were expecting.

Can lead to users becoming frustrated 
and leaving rather than attempting to 
navigate your site for the correct location.

May go back to SERPs or potentially a 
competitor.

Step into the user journey to replicate 
what they would expect from this search.
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CANNIBALISATION
SEARCH INTENT

Don’t duplicate your titles and metas.

Don’t cannibalise your keywords

Go as granular with your targeting as you 
can.

Use markup where appropriate:
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MARK UP YOUR PAGES
SEARCH INTENT

Use structured data markup/schema to 
enhance your SERPs results.

Own a greater portion of SERPs real 
estate by adding in relevant extensions to 
the pages you wish to rank.

Star ratings, images, videos all powerful 
in enhancing your listings.
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CANONICALISATION
SEARCH INTENT

Don’t be afraid to canonicalise if you 
aren’t getting the correct pages ranking.

Canonical tags are not a directive so may 
be ignored 
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PAGESPEED
SEARCH INTENT

Ensure that the page you want to rank is 
as fast as possible.

Use lighthouse, pagespeed insights, 
other auditing tools to make sure you can 
successfully deliver your content to an 
audience which is actively looking for 
you.

Not just good SEO, it’s good UX.
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CONSIDERING THE USER JOURNEY
SEARCH INTENT

Going full circle:

Ensure that page 
content matches up 
with what you are 
displaying in SERPs
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TAKEAWAYS
SEARCH INTENT

Multi-team and practice collaboration 
required

Different products/pages require specific 
KPIs

Check multiple search engines

Consider the user journey

Utilise tech SEO if you need to change 
which pages are ranking
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Thank you!


